Then D is commutative. This theorem also holds for semisimple rings.
It is well known [7] that a division ring D with the property that, 
Therefore, x y -yx = yx -y x y~ , and hence r n «•< r n 2 n ~\\ n 2 n r n n\ [x y-yx )y = (yx -y x y )y = yx y -y x = y(x y-yx J .
We have thus shown that
We now distinguish two cases.
By (l) and induction, we see that
Hence, by a well known theorem of Herstein [2] , D is commutative. Next we condiser the semisimple case. Thus suppose that R is a semisimple ring such that, for all x, y in R , there exists a positive integer n = nix, y) for which Note that the property in (l6) is inherited by all subrings and all homomorphic images of R . Note also that no complete matrix ring D over a division ring D , with m > 1 , satisfies the property in (16), as a consideration of x = E , y = E + E shows. Using these facts and the structure theory of rings, we see that Theorem 1 holds for semisimple rings as well. We omit the details.
